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Introduction 
 
Telecom Operators face more complex operational challenges than ever before, which often 
translates into longer periods of incident investigation and recovery. The continuous proliferation of 
new services contributes to increasing network complexity and 5G promises to add additional 
challenges to the already hectic day-to-day operations. Network engineers are expected to handle, 
manage, optimize, monitor, forecast and troubleshoot multi-layered, multi-technology and multi-
vendor networks, while the market is systematically demanding higher reliability and lower time to 
resolution. With the continuing growth in operational complexities, network intelligent visibility 
becomes a formidable challenge. Without a complete, correlated, multi-perspective network view, 
engineering teams lack the insights and guidance they need to ensure the network delivers optimal 
performance and meets customer expectations. 
 
Over recent years, Machine Learning (ML) promised to solve complex problems in the 
Telecommunication Operational domain much faster, cheaper, and with more accuracy than the best 
human experts could achieve. In fairness, Machine Learning applied correctly has the potential to 
predict, identify, and quickly isolate anomalies yielding positive business outcomes. For example, ML 
applied to Network Observability, has the potential to improve customer satisfaction by reducing 
Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) and lower operational costs by offloading incident early detection and 
classification to machines, not humans. This is possible now because of high-quality data sets, 
advances in computing processing and the popularization of Machine Learning frameworks and 
libraries simplifying the data analysis process. However, despite the expectations, not always realistic, 
and the significant investment in the area, the adoption of Machine Learning in Network Operations 
remains in an immature stage. Prove of that is the modest presence of truly ML-powered applications 
in the Network Operations Centre (NOC). Normally, the predominance of ML implementations 
consists of experimental efforts with serious challenges to scale at production level and generalize 
insights to other networks or simply, adapt to the network evolution. For more information, please 
see our paper “Why Machine Learning won’t take you to the promised land”  
 
The use case presented in this document is born from a real requirement of gaining better visibility on 
the applications and traffic behaviour for overcoming a number of performance and operational 
challenges. The results are obtained by using Thingbook, an Ultra-Fast, Highly Scalable, Zero-touch, 
Multi-Perspective Anomaly Detection platform, alongside Smart Flow, a traffic flows and telemetry 
data acquisition, preparation and visualization engine created by Auben Networks. The consumption 
and analysis of traffic flows and telemetry data, typically serve many vital insights for Network 
Automation, enabling NOC engineers to rapidly identify problems and proactively spot trend change 
situations by isolating and correlating multiple relevant anomalies indicating potential threats and/or 
performance degradation. Both companies have jointly developed this initiative which is commercially 
available under the name of ADN Smart-flow solution 
 
The dataset used for this experiment contains 15 days Sflow capture from a tier 1 Telecom Operator 
Data Centre and holds a DoS attack performed during this period. It serves as an example to validate 
Thingbook’s Multi-Perspective Anomaly Detection capabilities in detecting, correlating and isolating 
network-relevant anomalies. At its core, multi-Perspective is achieved by deploying and correlating 
numerous Anomaly Detector Engines across the network as multi-variate Sensors. In its broad range 
of applicability, our joint solution should be able to detect, isolate and forecast the development of 
the attack as abnormal behaviour and track the Anomaly life cycle. Thanks to the capability to scale 
up to thousands of Sensors simultaneously, the solution presented in this document enables network 
engineers to correlate the information from all affected Sensors and isolate the Root Cause of the 
Anomaly in seconds. It is worth mentioning that despite Thingbook is not designed to be a DoS attacks 
detector, the existence of the attack and the previous preparation activities remained unknown prior 
to the execution of Thingbook + Smart-Flow, which proves the valuable contribution Anomaly 
Detection can provide to the CyberSec space. 



  
 

 

In the following sections we will explore how Thingbook as a Network Anomaly Detection Framework 
addresses the different challenges associated to the analysis of complex multi-layer environments and 
presents the benefits of a Multi-Perspective approach for detecting, classifying and correlating 
abnormal traffic behaviours over hundreds of different services and devices.  
 
 
Security and Anomaly Detection. Motivation 
The threat from spammers, attackers and criminal enterprises has increased in the past years, being 
2022 the busiest of all. According to Cloudflare Application-layer DDoS attacks had 2022 Q1 as the 
busiest Q in the past 12 months where attacks increased 164% YoY and 135% QoQ, while Network-
layer attacks increased 71% YoY (Yoachimik, O. (2022)). Cloudflare also indicates that the 
telecommunications industry the most targeted by network-layered DDoS attacks, which poses the 
question, ¿what has encouraged attackers to aim the Telecom industry? 
 
In the context of abuse and network intrusion detection, the interesting objects are often not rare 
ones, but unexpected bursts in activity. This pattern does not adhere to the common statistical 
definition of an outlier as a rare object, and many outlier detection methods will fail on such data, 
unless it the outlier detection technique is applied over thousands of data aggregation and 
combination possibilities. Instead, a behaviour analysis algorithm may be able to detect the micro 
clusters formed by these patterns. However, given the complexity of implementing production ready 
behaviour analysis algorithms able to detect and correlate anomalies from many angles, today’s 
commercially available intrusion detection systems are predominantly signature-based. They are 
designed to detect known attacks by utilizing the signatures of those attacks. Such systems require 
frequent rule-base updates and signature updates and are not capable of detecting unknown attacks. 
 
In contrast, Advanced Anomaly Detection systems, which are a substantial part of intrusion detection 
systems, generate models for the normal system/network behaviour which enables them to be 
extremely effective in finding and foiling both known and unknown or “zero day” attacks. While 
Anomaly Detection systems are attractive conceptually, a host of technological problems need to be 
overcome before they can be widely adopted. These problems include high false alarm rate, failure to 
scale to gigabit speeds, multi-perspective Anomaly detection, massive number of models serving in 
Real Time, etc. 
 

Thingbook as a Network Anomaly Discovery Framework      
 
Thingbook is an Ultra-Fast, Highly Scalable, Zero-touch, Multi-Perspective Anomaly Detection 
platform that addresses the challenges of discovering abnormal behaviours in high speed generated 
data from unlimited perspectives and behaviours possibilities. Thingbook covers and automate the 
entire MLOps cycle for software developers who do want to get their hands on traditional Data 
Science/ML/DL generic frameworks, but still want to incorporate advanced Anomaly Detection 
capabilities to their code. 
 
Opposite of traditional Anomaly detection approaches, Thingbook platform performs a multi-
Perspective Analysis. Multi-Perspective employs numerous Anomaly Detectors (Sensors) for 
calculating Anomaly scores for multiple, configurable network entities (as devices, protocols, vlans, IP 
addresses, etc) in a configurable period (Lag). For the case discussed in this document, this case every 
5 minutes. It uses a combination of unsupervised algorithms for finding network traffic patterns using 
categorical and numerical data for each Anomaly Detector.  
 
 
 
 



  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Thingbook MLOps Cycle 

 
Thingbook’s Main Advantages: 
 

• Drastic Scalability improvements. When compared with the traditional ML/OPS Serving 
options. Thingbook reaches 50.000 simultaneous Anomaly Detection Models Serving in Real 
Time the following information: 

o Anomaly Score per Sensor and Feature (Numerical, Categorical) 
o Anomaly Score Trend Analysis 
o Anomaly Score Forecasting 
o Similarity Score to labelled patterns/ behaviours 
o Similarity Score Trend analysis. Early detection of potentially threating patterns. 

 
• Zero-Touch Anomaly Detection Platform. Data drift is a common situation for the Machine 

Learning products. It happens when a Model decreases its performance generating a high 
number of false positives/negatives. That is because the original dataset used for training the 
model is no longer a good fit to evaluate the Anomaly Score for new observations. Training a 
Model is a complex and computationally expensive process, nevertheless collecting all the 
required to generate a good new fit could take a significant amount of time. In addition, it is 
difficult to know which parts of the original dataset remain valid and which parts are obsolete, 
forcing, in many cases, the decision of a complete re-train. Thingbook stores separated control 
of features, identifying the features responsible for Model performance degradation, and 
generating partial re-trains on affected features automatically.  

• Transparent Real-Time Serving via REST API and SDKs. Thingbook can be consumed from any 
programming language and easily integrated via SDK for popular languages as Java, C# and 
C++ traditionally not used for data analysis purposes. Those SDKs enable software developers 
not used to popular Data Analytics languages as Python, R or Matlab to integrate Production 
Ready Anomaly Detection capabilities into their Productions Systems transparently. 

• Multi-Perspective Anomaly Detection capabilities. Thingbook massively deploys Anomaly 
Detectors Engines, in form of Sensors, working in parallel and covering any possible 
combination generating Abnormal Activity. 

• Behavioural Labeller. Thingbook allows tagging new or existing behaviours in the training 
Dataset. Tagging a behaviour is an option available at Sensor level and requires the period and 
the data we want to label. The platform automatically will train a new Model for such 
behaviour and will store the resulting Model into the Behavioural Library. From that moment 
forward, the Model holding the labelled Sensor will serve the Behavioural Similarity Score to 
new behaviour every time a new Serving call is executed. A Single Sensor can store up to 256 
behaviours. 

 



  
 

 

Experiment Description 
Data Acquisition  
Network Flows Data Collection 
Traditional network architectures prove to be cumbersome, thus constricting innovations and 
hindering management and configuration procedures. One example is Software-Defined Networks 
(SDN), which is already a mature and consolidated alternative architecture where the control and data 
planes are decoupled. With the gigantic increase in digital service usage, Data Centre and Telecom 
Operators require flexibility, resource efficiency and scalability in setting up programmable network 
environments. Along with innovative Network Architectures, comes the increase of operational data 
generation and the complexity to detect, measure and fix network problems. While operators can 
collect data from many sources it is crucial to have the power to consolidate, correlate and  visualize 
such information dynamically, providing live network visibility of services, infrastructure and clients. 
 
The use case discussed in this document analyses network flows, which is the direct representation of 
all the communications between the applications and systems present in any network. Analysing 
Network flows brings substantial benefits in discovering network abnormal behaviours as the flows 
describe the entire network behaviour, and the capability to collect, analise, visualize, and forecast on 
flows provides complete visibility on how applications interact with the network infrastructure layers, 
and how clients are affected by the network performance.  
 
 
Flow collection standards  
There are several different standards and formats used in network flow monitoring, being the most 
used and adopted NetFlow, sFlow, and Internet Protocol Flow Information Export (IPFIX). Each one 
works in a slightly different way, but none captures the contents of every packet passing over a port 
or through a device. Flow monitoring does provide statistical information on the flows that are being 
served by the network device, which enables the collectors and solutions to provide accurate 
visualization and behavioural analysis. 
 
Almost all modern networking equipment supports the capture and export of traffic flows by these 
industry standards. It should be noted that collecting, analysing, and monitoring those flows takes 
place in different tools.  
 
Monitoring traffic within a network, as opposed to at the boundary or perimeter, can help identify 
threats that have slipped past other types of defences. Large “east-west” traffic spikes between 
machines in the network could be indicative of a worm or virus propagating. A spike in outbound 
traffic could signal data exfiltration or command and control messages. A large amount of incoming 
traffic might be the first wave of a DDoS attack. 
 
The standard for collecting data in this exercise is sFlow, adjusting the proper values in the network 
devices export templates to obtain the statistical information without impacting the network 
environment, and a processing stage is used to enrich each flow with data collected through SNMP, 
and order the flows as input-output to the network.  
 
sFlow Sampling  
Different flow monitoring technologies and their versions have differences in both their capabilities 
and operation. For this use case, sFlow was used as the standard to collect the network flows 
information, but it is extensible to any other flow collection standard that uses a structured format, 
given the proper adjustments are made. 
 
As described in RFC 3176, sFlow takes a slightly different approach to network monitoring than other 
options. Where NetFlow statefully tracks flows, sFlow works by randomly sampling the full packet 



  
 

 

headers of a given flow at a predetermined interval. This can cut down on bandwidth and CPU 
utilization on the switch or router capturing flow information if configured with appropriate sampling 
rates. sFlow captures deeper levels of information than NetFlow, including full packet headers and 
even partial packet payloads. 
 
sFlow is supported on a wide range of networking equipment. sFlow exports sampled packets in near 
real-time, and unlike NetFlow, there is no flow cache on the network device. This can make sFlow a 
more scalable option in very high-speed networks. However, it’s critical to configure an appropriate 
sampling rate. Sampling a greater percentage of the total packets can yield greater accuracy, but too 
high a percentage negates the benefits of statistical sampling. Therefore, the correct sampling rate is 
environment-dependent;  An sFlow environment consists of an sFlow Agent, usually built as a process 
in networking devices, which will be configured to export the flows information on a regular basis to 
the defined collector. 
 
Flow Analysis Overview 
We have evaluated the Platform using a 15 days sFlow enriched dataset captured from a network of 
a major Telecommunications Carrier. During this time, several incidents were detected, including a 
major DoS attack launched from an internal node previously infected. As a result of the attack, the 
network experienced an outage that lasted several hours. We prove how Thingbook managed to 
detect the major incident 3 hours before the entire network went down by predicting the Anomalies 
Scores of the IP address victim of the attack, and presenting default demarcation information as 
Destination Ports, IP Addresses and VLANs used by the malware before the attack began. 
 
The following table we can see how different types of attack alter the statistical properties of several 
variables and influence the Anomaly Score: 
 

Incident Description Features Affected 
Distributed 
denial of 
service 
(DDoS) 
attack 

An attack on a specific 
service, making the resource 
unavailable to its users by 
flooding with requests the 
victim element. 

Increase in dstIP and dstPort entropy Index 
generates 
Anomaly Score rise in those Features. 
 
Changes in Bytes and Packets distribution generates 
Anomaly Score impact those Features. 
 
Changes in TCP Flags (SYN, ACK, FIN, URG) 
distribution generates Anomaly Score impact those 
Features.  
 

Worm 
propagation 

A self-replicating program 
that tries to infect other 
machines by exploiting a 
specific vulnerability 

Significant decrease in srcIP and   dstPort entropy 
Index generates Anomaly Score rise in those 
Features 

Portscan Sending probe packets to a 
wide range of ports in a 
specific host to check which 
services are available 

Significant decrease in srcIP, dstIP entropy in any 
case. 
 
Significant decrease in srcPort entropy if attacker is 
not using random source ports. 

Table 1. Incidents found and how it impacted on Analytical Variables Anomaly Score 
 
Data Used 
We provide access to the code and datasets required to reproduce the experiment.  The datasets are 
structured as follows: 
 



  
 

 

• All the datasets published for this experiment are real and belong to a large Telecom Carrier. 
Columns like IP address, Timestamp and VLANs have been changed to preserve the anonymity 
of the data. 

 
• The datasets only consider TCP traffic. Other protocols are out of the scope of this exercise, 

even though they could be easily incorporated. 
 

• Datasets can be downloaded by sending an email to info@thngbook.io subject: “Sflow 
DataSets”. You will receive an automatic reply including the link to the data location. 

 
• There are 2 datasets available: 

o 15 days of SFlow traffic (used for training) 
o 1 day of SFlow traffic. This data set corresponds to the day of the attack. It is used to 

simulate the real-time serving and evaluation.  
 

• Each dataset has the following columns: 
o Tstamp , bytes , dst_addr , dst_mac , dst_port , ip_protocol , packets , service_name , 

src_addr , src_mac , src_port , tos , drops , dst_vlan , frame_length , ip_ecn , ip_flags 
, ip_ttl , src_vlan , tcp_window_size ,  TCP Flags(RST , PSH , ACK , SYN , FIN , URG). Note 
that TCP flags have been hot encoding before the analysis. 

 
 
DDoS detection using Thingbook. Step by Step Using Thingbook SDK for Java (Frida) 
This section does not aim to serve as a complete Thingbook documentation resource (for that end 
please visit documentation section at www.thingbook.io), but a step-by-step guide to reproduce the 
analysis in batch and real-time using SFlow data previously presented in this document. 
 
To reproduce the experiment presented in this document we will follow the following steps: 

• Download the latest Frida Jar file and include it in your project classpath. (If you have any 
problem downloading the Jar file, please contact us at techinfo@thingbook.io) 

• Create a valid session using the developer token provided during the registration process. 
• Train a new Time-Based Collector 
• List Collector Objects 
• Inject Real-Time Network Observations  
• Consume the Anomaly Scores and Anomaly Predictions  

 
Create a valid session 
The very first step to operate Thingbook Frida is creating a valid session with a valid developer token 
provided by Thingbook during the registration process or, created on-demand by the Thingbook 
account administrator at your company. If you have problem creating a free token or completing 
registration, please contact us at techinfo@thingbook.io. 
 
In the following code, the function called CreateEnvironmentObject() sets the object EnvObj   
to be used as the main interaction point with the SaaS platform during the session. 
 



  
 

 

 
Code Block 1. Opening a new session on Thingbook using Java SDK 

 
If the session is successfully created, a welcome message will be displayed on the output console of 
your development environment:    
 

 
 
Train a Collector 
The Collector is one of the key concepts managed by Thingbook. In essence, a Collector gathers 
information coming from multiple Sensors and Models, correlate them and group them based on their 
Root Cause to provide a panoramic view of anomalies in the network.  In this case, we will use a Time-
Based Collector, which effectively will group the anomalies emerging or lasting during the same 
period. For this implementation, we will use a 5 minute Lag configuration. You can find a Collector 
detailed explanation along with the types of Collectors available in our paper “When Anomalies 
Matter. How, where and when detect them: An Introduction to Thingbook” at our website. 
 
Continuing with the implementation flow, once the session has been successfully established, we are 
in the position to create, train and manage Thingbook Objects, specifically a Collector.  
 

 
static String UserToken = "";   
static TB_Environment EnvObj; 
 
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
       // Function GetToken returns a valid Dev Token in Thingbook 
 UserToken = GetToken();  
 if (CreateEnvironmentObject()==false) {return;} 
} 
 
private static boolean CreateEnvironmentObject() throws TB_Exception { 
 if (EnvObj == null) { 
  EnvObj = new TB_Environment(UserToken); 
 } 
 
 TB_Results SessionCheck = EnvObj.CheckSession(); 
 
 if (SessionCheck.Result == true) { 
  System.out.println(SessionCheck.Message); 
 } else { 
  System.out.println("Session Invalid: " + SessionCheck.Message); 
 } 
 
 return SessionCheck.Result; 
} 
 



  
 

 

 
Code Block 2. Trigger Training Process for a Time-Base Collector 

 
To trigger the Data Preparation & Training Process all what we need to do using Frida SDK for Java is 
call the procedure.Train() from the Environment object and provide a HashMap with the parameters 
required by the trainer. Different types of Collectors might require different parameters but, for Time-
Base Collectors, the Code Block 2 shows the basic configuration.  
Main Parameters: 
 

• Collector Name 
String. Collector Name  
 

• Collector Type 
String. Type of Collector supported by Thingbook, for more information on the supported 
Collectors please visit documentation section at our Website. 
 

• Training Data Set 
String. A path pointing to the Training Data Set file. In this case we will use a CSV file exported 
from Smart-Flow. For more advanced configuration such as Data Base data sources, please 
visit documentation section at our Website.   
 

 
 

private static void CreateTimeBasedCollector() throws Exception 
 { 
        HashMap<String, String>Parameters = new HashMap<String, String>(); 
   
  Parameters.put("CollectorName", "SFLOW"); 
  Parameters.put("CollectorType", "TimeBasedCollector"); 
  Parameters.put("TrainingDataSet",        
     "/Users/XXX/XXX/SFLOW/_TCP_Sort.csv"); 
  Parameters.put("Warning", "60"); 
  Parameters.put("Critical", "75");  
  Parameters.put("SensorColumns", "src_vlan, dst_port, dst_addr"); 
  Parameters.put("Windowtime", "timestamp"); 
  Parameters.put("Mask", "yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss"); 
  Parameters.put("Lag", "_5_MINUTES"); 
  Parameters.put("Features",  
     "timestamp,  
     src_vlan,  
     src_addr,  
     src_port,  
     dst_vlan,  
     dst_addr,  
     dst_port, 
     bytes,  
     tos,  
     packets,  
     frame_length"); 
  Parameters.put("FeaturesType",  
     "Categorical,  
     Categorical,  
     Categorical,  
     Categorical,  
     Categorical,  
     Categorical,  
     Categorical, 
     Numeric,  
     Numeric,  
     Numeric,  
     Numeric"); 
 
  EnvObj.Train(Parameters); 
 } 

 



  
 

 

• Warning and Critical Thresholds 
Int (ranging from 15 to 100). It indicates the Anomaly scores that generate an Anomaly alarm 
and the severity.  

• Sensors Columns 
Comma Separated Array. It indicates to Thingbook that we want to create a new Sensor for 
each value present on each column specified at the Array. At the example above, we 
instructing Thingbook to create a new Sensor for each Destination Port, Destination Address 
and Source VLAN we find in the dataset. For Models in which a given column acts as Sensor 
Column, the rest of Columns provided as Sensor are automatically included as Categorical 
Features. For example, for the Models analysing the behaviour of IP addresses,  they will 
automatically include Destination TCP Port “ds_port” and Source VLAN “src_vlan” as Features 
to analyse when considering the behaviour of each IP address. 
 
IMPORTANT!! To avoid unbalanced situations, Sensors reporting total activity time inferior to 
75% of the total time activity in the dataset (Last Observation – First Observation) will be 
automatically excluded from the Collector. 

 
• Window Time 

String. It represent the Column name holding time information. This column will be used to 
group and correlate behaviours based on time. 

 
• Mask 

 String. Represents the Mask in which the Window Time is parsed. 
 

• Lag 
String. It represents the Lag length, in this case 5 Min. Lag Lengths are pre-configured by 
Thingbook. For more information on the supported Lag lengths, please visit documentation 
section at our Website. 
 

• Features 
Comma Separated Array. A list of the Columns we want to include to models the Sensor 
Behaviour. 
 

• Features Type 
 Comma Separated Array. Feature Data Type, only Categorical and Numeric Supported.  

   
 
Visualize results after Training 
There are different ways to consume the training results. Although every piece of information can be 
consumed via API REST and Frida SDKs, Thingbook provides a web-based visualization module 
(Picasso) to help software developers and domain experts to review the results and define further 
actions. Let’s look at the main screens illustrating training results: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



  
 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Thingbook Logging & Personal Landing Page 
 
 
After the logging is successful, we land on our personal Thingbook page. Here we have access to all 
our trained Collectors, Interfaces, Datasets, Models, Behavioural Library and, if we are company 
administrators, we can manage Developer Tokens associated to our company and Billing Information.  
 
In Figure 11, we obtain some initial information on the training execution performed at Code Block 3. 
The Training process for the Collector called “Data_Center_TCP_Demo” generated: 

• 343 Anomaly Detection Models  
• 343 Sensors as per the Sensor Columns defined at Collector creation process. 
• Processed 13,705,357 lines of raw data. 
• Created and Analysed 1,721,086 Analytic Units  
• 90% of the data was found Normal 
• 10% of the data was fond abnormal. 5% Warning – 5% Critical as thresholds set at Collector 

creation process. 
• 0.0 GB has been sent for real-time serving (to any of the Models being part of the collector) 

 
Once selected the Collector, a time series graph showing the Anomaly accumulation from all the 
Sensors over the Dataset timeline is presented (Figure 8). In this case, we can clearly see two spikes in 
which the accumulated Anomaly degree is unusually high in both number of Sensors reporting 
abnormal Activity and total Accumulated Anomaly Score. In this case, the two points correspond to a 
DoS attack that brought the entire data centre down for a few hours and its recovery, which produced 
an abnormally high volume of traffic.  
 
At Figure 8 we can see how at the moment of the attack, the network got seriously impacted on many 
services as the accumulated Anomaly graph indicates. However, few hours before the first peak, we 
notice how the accumulated score has a modest, but consistent increase reaching 38.3% at 08:20:00 
(3 hours before the main problem hit in).  
 



  
 

 

 
Figure 12. Zoom on the Accumulated Anomaly Score before the big spike (DoS Attack) 

 
By zooming the period before the attack and clicking on the Window-Time (2022/01/09 8:20:00), the 
list below the Time Series graph is populated with the Models and Sensors reporting high Anomaly 
Scores at that point. We notice three sensors reporting unusually high scores:  

 
• Destination VLAN (3711). 93.21% Anomaly Score. Avg Last 5 Lags: 84.96% 
• Destination Port (80). 89.56% Anomaly Score. Avg Last 5 Lags: 79.84% 
• Destination IP address (192.79.172.6). 92.83% Anomaly Score. Avg Last 5 Lags: 83.4% 

 
Note that the Models names populated on the list have been automatically created by the Collector 
Training Process. For instance, in the case of “MD_dest_port_80”, it indicates that we marked the 
column “dest_port” as Sensor Column and the Training process found lines in that column with the 
value “80”. The Trainer automatically created a Sensor for such value. 
 
The list provides options to get additional information on the abnormal sensors. If we want to 
investigate how the destination port 80 behaves over the dataset, we have a number of options.   
 

1. Jump into the Sensor behaviour along the entire dataset: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Destination Port 80 reaching almost 90% Anomaly at 8:20 despite the total Anomaly Score for the collector at that 
time was 38.3%. This is a clear indication of a problem on Port 80 that later impacted on the entire network. 
 
 



  
 

 

2. Explore the raw data for generated by the Sensor at the selected Lag (From 2022-01-09 
08:20:10.789 to 22-01-09 08:24:59.847): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14. Shows a sample of the Raw Data at the original dataset with Destination Port=80 and time stamp between 2022-
01-09 08:20:10.789 and 22-01-09 08:24:59.847. It also provides an Anomaly Score per Feature. 

 
The Anomaly Score at feature level provides additional explicability to the Anomaly score. It 
helps the user in 3 main activities: 
 

a. It provides an additional visibility degree to the user to do Root Cause Demarcation. 
For example, in this case we see how bytes and packets do not show a particularly 
high Anomaly Score. However, src_port reaches 100% Anomaly Score. It means that 
the number and distribution of src_ports connecting to port 80 are very strongly 
abnormal. Similar circumstances apply to src_addr (76.44% AS). 

b. The Real time pattern identification capability requires a user to label a Behaviour. It 
usually includes several Analytics units.  It is expected that such Behaviour we want 
to recognize in the real time data flow, has unique statistical characteristics that 
allows the later successful identification and classification. Thingbook stores and 
evaluate the characteristics of each feature to facilitate the correct and fast training 
of labelled Behaviours. 

c. Zero-Touch Anomaly Detection Platform. Thingbook stores separated control of 
features, identifying the features responsible for Model performance degradation 
and generating partial re-trains on affected features automatically.  

 
3.  Clustering view of behaviours 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure 15.                Figure 16.  
 

Clicking on the model’s name will display and populate a navigation panel with different 
optional views for the selected model. In this case we will focus on the 3D Rotatable 



  
 

 

Clustering View of behaviours (Figure 16). It shows up by clicking on the 
“MD_dest_port_80.ModelView” at the navigation panel. It hides the Time Series graph and 
loads a 3D graph in which the Analytics Units get clustered based on its statistical similarities. 
An Analytic Unit describes the Sensor Activity during a particular Window-Time/Lag. In this 
case, we only have one Sensor for this Model so, Sensor always will correspond to the 
Destination Port 80.  
 
Regarding the Lag, the interval configured at the interface Object used by this Collector is 5 
Minutes. As a result, the position and colour of each point on the 3D graph is dictated by the 
statistical properties of the Sensor Activity split in chunks of 5 minutes each and its Anomaly 
Score. In other words, each point corresponds to a different interval of 5 minutes duration 
across the Dataset Timeline. This view is particularly useful because not only is easy to spot 
anomalies but, it helps us to understand visually, how the Sensor behaves over the time. For 
instance, assuming green represents being normal (low Anomaly Score), and Red being 
Abnormal (High Anomaly Score). How many green clusters we see? How dense the clusters 
are? How many different types of Anomalies we see on the data? All those questions are easily 
responded just by taking a quick look at and rotating the 3D graph. 
 

Explaining the Anomaly 
 

One of the biggest challenges for any Anomaly Detection system is providing a human consumable 
and easily understandable explanation for the anomaly. The failure in providing concise explanations 
may lead the user to the perception of black box or, worse, lack of confidence in the product results. 
Providing a human understandable explanation, does not necessary mean provide details on the 
algorithms internals or how it works to reach a result but, generating enough information to create 
an educated intuition of why an observation might worth further investigation.       
 
Thingbook provides a visual representation of how each feature behaves at any Window Time. The 
visual comparation of anomalous and normal Window-Time provides a quick and accurate intuition 
of the rationale followed to calculate the Anomaly Score. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 17.                Figure 18.  
              
                                                                                        
 

 
 
 
 
 

8:20:00. Shows the Values Distribution of Source Ports        
connecting to Destination port 80. 

100% Anomaly Score for source Port Feature.  
89.6% for the Window Time. 

7:45:00. Shows the Values Distribution of Source Ports        
connecting to Destination port 80. 

1% Anomaly Score for source Port Feature.  
9.06% for the Window Time. 



  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19.                Figure 20.  
8:20:00. Combination of features src_port/ dst_Ip                        7:45:00. Combination of features src_port/ dst_Ip 
 
Figures 17 & 18 shows how the values from src_port feature get distributed in 2 different window-
times (7:45:00 & 8:20:00). From the images, we can spot how the number of source ports, the 
connection among them and the volume of traffic is significantly different between the 2 Window-
Times.  
 
Figures 19 and 20 correspond to the same Window Times as 17 and 18. They illustrate the combination 
of 2 variables with high Anomaly Score, src_port and destination IP. Thingbook allows the visualization 
of any combination of Features. At 8:20:00 (figure 19) Thingbook reports 89.56% Anomaly Degree for 
the Window Time, it is when the attack started to hit.  We can notice the pressure of several source 
ports towards one single Ip Address (192.79.172.6—Green big circle, smaller pink balls represent the 
source ports for the Window Time active period. The size of the ball represents the amount of traffic 
generated) In normal circumstances for this network, as per figure 20, the number and volume of 
traffic between the Source Ports and Destination IPs are balanced. We can see at figure 20 how all the 
Destination IPs receive roughly the same volume of traffic coming from a stable number of Source 
Ports. At Figure 19, we can see how the balance is completely broken and a single destination IP 
receives all the traffic from all the Source Ports. This is a classic situation where many resources 
collaborate to overload a victim, in this case IP 192.79.172.6. 
 
 Testing Multi-Perspective Serving Real-Time for Live Traffic Injection. 
This section will cover 2 of the fundamental functionalities of Thingbook platform, Anomaly Score 
Prediction and Real-Time Serving. As previously discussed in this document, as soon as a new Collector 
is successfully trained, the Models hold in such Collector get automatically available for Real Time 
Serving. It is an automatic process and does not require any additional tool or actions to be taken by 
the user, each model is available in a unique REST endpoint and accessible through https. In our case, 
343 Modes got available for simultaneous serving.  This is one of greatest advantages of Thingbook.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Code Block 4. Collector Real Time Serving (343 Models) 
 
Code Block 4 reproduces a stream of traffic and injects it into the TB_CollectorPredictor Object using 
the AddLine() procedure. TB_CollectorPredictor is resposible of routing any new flow/line addition to 
the corresponding Models and Sensor queues.  Note that as per the nature of the Collector object, a 
single line might be routed to multiples model or Sensor queues.  
 
As an example, for the following input line:  
022-01-09 00:00:04.838, 251600000, 192.79.67.28,00:50:56:xxxx, 10242, TCP, 200000, TCP/10242,192.79.67.25,00:50:56:xxxx, 
45391,0,0,67,1258,0,2,64,67,1424,0,1,1,0,0,0  

 
CollectorPredictor will route all the information to the following Model-Sensor Queues: 

• MD_dst_port_10242-S:10242      
• MD_dst_addr_192.79.67.25- S:192.79.67.25 
• MD_src_vlan_67-S:67 

 
AddLine()  procedure is a very convenient way to inject data for real-time evaluation as it hides all the 
complexity related to the number of Models the input data holds as per Collector configuration. It 
keeps a separated queues for each Model.Sensor until the Window Time Change Event (WTC) is 

private static void TestCollectorRealTimeInjection() throws Exception { 
     int MinAnomScoreToCapture=80; 
     int AnomaliesFound=0; 
     int LineCounter = 0; 
     String Line = ""; 
 
     TB_CollectorPredictor PredictorObj =  
   EnvObj.GetCollectorPredictor("Pipe_TCP", MinAnomScoreToCapture); 
     try 
     { 
 Scanner scanner = new Scanner(new File("/XXX/_TCP_Traffic_1day.csv"));   
 while (scanner.hasNextLine()) 
        { 
    Line = scanner.nextLine(); 

 
//Before injecting data into the object, Predictor Obj needs to verify the dataset Structure. 
This is done by setting the Headers and cross-correlate them with the Columns structure 
defined at Interface level before the training phase.   

    if (LineCounter==0) 
     {  
          PredictorObj.SetHeaders(Line);  
     }  
                    else  
                    { 
            TB_PipePredictorResults Results = PredictorObj.AddLine(scanner.nextLine()); 
     AnomaliesFound = Results.GetAnomlaies(); 
     if(AnomaliesFound>0) 
  { 
     for (int i=0; i<AnomaliesFound; i++) 
     { 
        System.out.println (Results.GetFullList().get(i).GetSummary()); 
     } 
     } 
     } 
     LineCounter++; 
 } 
 scanner.close(); 
     } 
     catch (Exception e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
} 
 



  
 

 

detected. When WTC is triggered TB_CollectorPredictor will send the content of each queue affected 
independently with the information stored since the last WTC.  
 
The response back from the SaaS Platform will contain the evaluation result and it is captured using 
two Objects in SDK for Java (Frida). TB_PredictionResults and TB_EvalResult. As previously stated, a 
new line can potentially trigger the evaluation for different models depending on the number of 
Sensor Columns defined when the collector starts training. Therefore, several Anomaly Objects could 
be returned. If WTC is not detected for any Model, AddLine() won’t generate any Anomaly Object and 
it will just route the input to the proper Sensors queues. In such cases, GetAnomalies()  procedure 
will return 0.  
 
When GetAnomalies() procedure returns a number higher than 0, it means that WTC was captured 
for at least one active Model and the Anomaly score reported is higher than the threshold set at 
MinAnomScoreToCapture during the Predictor Object initialization.  
 
At the code block 4, we capture the individual Anomaly Objects with a class called TB_EvalResult 
which exposes all the methods and properties required to visualize and capture the evaluation results. 
In this example, we just print an Anomaly Summary on the output console by calling the procedure 
GetSummary(). 
 
GetSummary() Outcome Sample: 
 
New Anomaly Entry Found:  
 -- Model: MD_dst_port_58116      //Name of the Model + Sensor 
 -- AU: Anomaly Score: 64.82%    //Anomaly Score for the current Sensor and Lag 
 -- WT: 2022_01_09(03.25.00)    //Period for the current Lag (5min as per interfc conf) 
 -- Total Lines: 193     //# of lines introduced for the current Lag 
 -- Total Observations: 15        //It measures the number of different lags for this 
Sensor over the last 24 hours  
 -- Average Last WTs: 58.06%     //Average of the latest 10 Lags   
 -- Anomaly Prediction:     //Anomaly Score Prediction for the next 5 Lags (in this 
case, next 25 minutes)   
  [2022_01_09(03.30.00): 43.20%,  
   2022_01_09(03.35.00): 52.15%,  
    2022_01_09(03.40.00): 61.10%,  
   2022_01_09(03.45.00): 70.05%,  
   2022_01_09(03.50.00): 79.00%] 

 
 
Following the experiment reproduced in this document, we re-send the data of the day of the attack 
for rea time serving purposes and we’ll focus on destination port 80 only. The objective of this exercise 
is determination when Anomaly Prediction capabilities should be in the position of predicting a major 
Anomaly Score affecting the traffic connecting to the port 80. We started to print only then the 
Anomaly score gets higher that 60% and this is what we got: 
 
New Anomaly Entry Found:  
 -- Model: MD_dst_port_80     
 -- AU: Anomaly Score: 64.82%    
 -- WT: 2022_01_09(07.15.00)    
 -- Total Lines: 1973      
 -- Total Observations: 115         
 -- Average Last WTs: 22.29%      
 -- Anomaly Prediction:      
  [2022_01_09(07.20.00): 25.20%,  
   2022_01_09(07.25.00): 25.15%,  
    2022_01_09(07.30.00): 24.90%,  
   2022_01_09(07.35.00): 23.50%,  
   2022_01_09(07.40.00): 23.02%] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 

 

 
 
New Anomaly Entry Found:  
 -- Model: MD_dst_port_80     
 -- AU: Anomaly Score: 62.66%    
 -- WT: 2022_01_09(07.30.00)    
 -- Total Lines: 1881      
 -- Total Observations: 118         
 -- Average Last WTs: 41.45%      
 -- Anomaly Prediction:      
  [2022_01_09(07.35.00): 60.15%,  
   2022_01_09(07.40.00): 62.15%,  
    2022_01_09(07.45.00): 64.09%,  
   2022_01_09(07.50.00): 67.90%,  
   2022_01_09(07.55.00): 69.12%] 
 
New Anomaly Entry Found:  
 -- Model: MD_dst_port_80     
 -- AU: Anomaly Score: 81.43%    
 -- WT: 2022_01_09(07.40.00)    
 -- Total Lines: 1890      
 -- Total Observations: 120         
 -- Average Last WTs: 56.21%      
 -- Anomaly Prediction:      
  [2022_01_09(07.45.00): 79.48%,  
   2022_01_09(07.50.00): 82.24%,  
    2022_01_09(07.55.00): 86.68%,  
   2022_01_09(08.00.00): 91.33%,  
   2022_01_09(08.05.00): 94.34%] 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion 

As we have shown and seen, networks are by nature complex. They have historically been built 
incrementally, layer by layer, locking us in a series of platforms and architectures that are challenging 
to escape. Multiple mediums and protocol stacks are used from the access edge to the WAN, MPLS 
Core, and onto private or public clouds to deliver different services and workloads. 

In this exercise we have used real collected data from a major integrated communications provider 
environment, to execute a multi-perspective Anomaly Detection analysis, directly from the 
information of the flows collected, in search of statistical information that can point to odd behaviours 
in the network, done by Auben’s data engineering process. Thanks to the expertise and technology 
used by Auben, the integration was seamlessly. From there we used the multi-perspective approach, 
where we were able to correlate the anomalies found to be able to better understand the nature of 
the Anomaly, and the variables involved in such, in this case to better characterize a security Anomaly 
(DDOS attack), all of this with very little effort from the subject matte experts, with no need of a data 
scientists’ group. This significantly accelerated the root cause analysis process and simplified the 
machine learning cycle, solving 2 key problems in the industry: 

1. Gap of domain knowledge from data science groups 
2. Correlating problem from different network perspectives automatically, meaning no need of 

excessive number of rules, maintenance of a rule-based system or dependency on the main 
network engineer of the company. 

In detail, we were able to use the multi-perspective analysis to understand which variables were 
presenting sustained anomalies, and using different perspectives, what other sorts of anomalies were 
present and could be correlated. This approach provided the discovery of odd behaviour 3 hours 
before the outage occurred, and most importantly, was able to pinpoint different environmental 
variables involved, to understand the development of the Anomaly (End-points involved, ports, 
interfaces and flags of the traffic flows). Taking in consideration Verizon’s 2021 Data Breach 
Investigations Report, showed that approximately 60% of incidents were discovered within days, 
however 20% of them could take months before organizations realized something was amiss (Schick, 

Anomaly Prediction was informing at 7:40:00, when 
the Anomaly Score average was still 56% abnormal, 
that the 85% threshold will be passed within the next 
15 minutes (7:55:00) and will continue increasing for 
the foreseeable future.  
 
This is 4 hours before the entire data center went 
down in a massive outage. 



  
 

 

S. (2021)). This means that Thingbook could help decrease the MTTD in more than 1000x, as the 
Anomaly will help detect the incident 3 hours prior something happens, or even if it is used in 
postmortem analysis, it could easily be done in minutes. 

This analysis is proven to be very helpful for the industry while working with all sorts of anomalies, by 
exposing correlation among events, helping network engineers to identify anomalous time series 
which would be otherwise hard to detect, real time data analysis, to identify network software or 
hardware features most related to network problems, accelerating problem resolution and proactive 
network optimization, and Improve uptime by providing prescriptive action to fix problems, and 
capture data prior to network outage to speed up the troubleshooting. 
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